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Honorable Transportation Committee Members:

I represent the Pennsylvania Association of Professional Driving Schools (“PAPDS” or the
“Association”). After working with the Association on an as-needed basis last spring and
summer, I was formally retained as association counsel in December 2020. During my time
working with the Association, I have seen up close the significant obstacles the
Commonwealth’s private driver training schools (“PDTS”) have faced working under the
Pennsylvania Department of Education (“PDE”) and within the framework established by Act
605 (24 P.S. § 2831, et seq.). To that end, PAPDS has asked that I provide testimony to assist the
Committee in its consideration of HB 1244.

I. PDTS provide a significant economic impact in the Commonwealth.

The positive economic impact of the PDTS industry provides important context for considering
the Association’s concerns. An economic impact analysis commissioned by PAPDS last year
demonstrates that PDTS provide important job opportunities to Commonwealth residents and
generate significant revenue:

• PDTS and related services support approximately 1,327 jobs in the Commonwealth; and

• PDTS and related services generate approximately $149,506,142 in statewide economic
activity.

Moreover, this is an industry whose operations stimulate opportunities in other industries as well:
Every one worker employed in the PDTS industry supports 0.35 jobs across the rest of the
economy and generates an estimated $58,404 in economic output. Needless to say, PDTS
operations provide a significant tax impact for the Commonwealth, generating approximately
$20,000,000 in taxes across county, state, and federal collections.

Against this backdrop, the crisis outlined below is worthy of swift legislative action.
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II. PDTS are laboring under the purview of antiquated licensing legislation that
provides too much discretion to the Department of Education.

Act 605 governs the licensing of PDTS and vests control over such licensing with PDE. Under
Act 605, PDE controls the licensing of schools, their owners, and their professional staff (driving
instructors). In connection with this authority, PDE is also vested with exclusive control over the
creation of the licensing examination for driving instructors. Both Act 605 and PDE, as its
administrator, are poor fits for the PDTS industry.
Approaching its seventieth year on the books, Act 605 is outdated in several respects, proceeding
even the creation of the Department of Education that now oversees its implementation. The Act
predates the shaping of the PDTS industry it originally enabled, which now frequently includes
third-party testing operations overseen by PennDOT, among other services not foreseen by Act
605. Certainly, the Act is not designed to envision the utilization of such modem, now-
commonplace practices as online licensing portals and practitioner examinations.

Similarly, PDE is not an agency well suited for overseeing the private, entrepreneur-driven
industry that Pennsylvania PDTS represent. The Office of Elementary and Secondary Education
(“OESE”), which ultimately oversees licensed PDTS, generally provides assistance to the
Commonwealth’s K-12 public schools. The Division of Instructional Quality, within the Bureau
of Curriculum, Assessment, and Instruction, which handles PDTS/Act 605 issues on a day-to-
day basis, is generally responsible for overseeing public school curriculum. The needs of the
public schools these arms of PDE typically serve are quite different from the needs of the small
businesses that operate as PDTS throughout the state.

The combination of an outdated Act 605 and an ill-suited implementing agency has proven
increasingly problematic for PAPDS member driving schools. Act 605 vests PDE with
significant discretion in implementing its outdated language and makes involving the
stakeholders (school owners) entirely optional. See Act 605, Sec. 14 (vesting in PDE authority to
“make, adopt and enforce rules and regulations for the enforcement of [Act 605]” but providing
only that PDE“may appoint an advisory committee” comprised in part of stakeholders).
Unfortunately, PDE is choosing to interpret and implement the aging language of Act 605 in an
information-era world without involving the PDTS industry, in spite of the Department’s lack of
experience working with private businesses.

As a product of administering this outdated legislation without being responsive to the needs of
PDTS, PDE has made on-the-fly changes that are having significant adverse effects on PDTS
throughout the Commonwealth. There is no better example of this than the substantial changes
that have been made to the instructor exam, which are discussed in detail below.

III. PDTS cannot effectively license new driving instructors.

The lifeblood of PDTS are their instructors. When the PDTS industry has been able to grow in
response to the increasing demand for private driving instruction, it has only been possible
through the hiring of new licensed instructors. Many PAPDS members invest significant time
and money in the training of potential instructors before sending them to sit for the licensing
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exam, in order to ensure that beyond being prepared for the exam, the prospective instructors
meet the high standards set by these small businesses. By the same token, if PDTS cannot hire
new instructors, the industry will stangate and deteriorate. Unfortunately, that is precisely what
has happened over the past eighteen months, with PDE offering no resolution to driving schools.

Beginning early last year and for unknown reasons, the School Safety Education Advisor made
significant changes to the written theoretical examination new instructors must pass to be
licensed. As a result, the test has become an unwieldy disaster, based upon over 1,000 pages of
source material and including questions requiring advanced mathematical calculations and
straying well beyond vehicle operation and safety practices. As discussed below, these
modifications have made it virtually impossible for PDTS to license new instructor employees.

Yet PAPDS remains at the mercy of the new exam because of the outdated language of Act 605.
While PAPDS strongly believes that the exam includes subject matter falling well outside the
topical bounds established by Act 605 (i.e., “subject matter pertinent to the care, operation and
use of a motor vehicle on the highways and to general highway safety principles and practices"),
the discretion vested in PDE by the Act prevents PAPDS from pursuing any litigation-based
solution, such as seeking a writ in mandamus to force PDE to offer an appropriate test.

Thus, PAPDS has been forced to pursue the all-too-slow path of legislative change, while
pleading with PDE for some responsiveness to the life-and-death concerns of its members. On
the legislative side of things, PAPDS has invested significantly in preparing an amended Act
605, which includes changes designed to (1) update the legislation for today’s world, (2) narrow
the scope of subject matter permitted on the instructor’s exam, and (3) limit the discretion of
PDE in regard to the implementation of the Act, so as to provide a court-based solution for
egregious actions like those occurring today with the instructor’s exam (a copy of the PAPDS-
supported amendment to Act 605 is attached). At the same time, PAPDS has attempted to work
with PDE to have its concerns addressed but has generally found the Department to be
inexperienced in considering the concerns of small business owners.

Given the lack of success in working with PDE on the instructor exam crisis and the anticipated
time involved in seeking a legislative solution, PAPDS is concerned that if conditions continue
as they currently are, member schools will be forced to close. A more detailed review of the
current crisis shows that these are legitimate concerns.

A. Passage rates for the current driving instructor exam tell the story of the
crisis facing PDTS.

The data produced by PDE in response to Right-to-Know Requests recently submitted by
PAPDS is shocking. The data demonstrates that (1) the resources cited for test preparation are
not helpful, (2) the instructor exam lacks any semblance of predictive validity for the subject
matter it should be designed to test, and (3) most importantly, it is virtually impossible for PDTS
to license new instructors.
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PDE’s production shows the following passage rates:

First time test passage rate: 18% (12 out of 65)
Overall passage rate: 33% (26 out of 79)

These numbers speak for themselves. That PDE maintains this testing data and is persisting with
the current instructor exam is confounding, especially considering that the Department should
have in its ranks expertise regarding test creation. The only thing this current exam is succeeding
at is strangling the Commonwealth’s PDTS businesses.

B. Unable to hire instructors, PDTS face a mounting economic crisis.

Needless to say, hiring by PDTS has ground to a halt because of this test. This is demonstrated
by a recent survey of PAPDS members. Several schools have spent thousands of dollars training
and preparing prospective employees only to have that investment squandered due to failed tests.
Several other schools have simply stopped trying to hire because of the fool’s errand that sending
prospective employees for testing has become. According to the same survey, the inability to hire
instructors has cost numerous schools tens-if not hundreds~of thousands of dollars in revenue.

That this crisis is occurring as businesses emerge from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic
has made the effects all the more dire. Businesses that were not able to return all of their
employees who went on unemployment as a result of the state-ordered shutdown of PDTS are
being forced to operate in an understaffed capacity. Many polled PAPDS members have
indicated that this reality is preventing them from meeting customer demand. PAPDS believes it
is only a matter of time before the entrepreneurs leading these businesses take their talents
elsewhere.

C. Despite its efforts, PAPDS sees no solution in sight.

In light of the startling test passage rates, PAPDS has attempted to secure an immediate short-
term solution from PDE. PAPDS proposed a simple solution to the problem: a test drawn from
the bank of already-created questions for the driver’s license written exam. Because Act 605
merely requires that the instructor exam include “subject matter pertinent to the care, operation
and use of a motor vehicle on the highways and to general highway safety principles and
practices,” PAPDS has suggested to PDE that it implement this “quick fix” while a long-term
solution is developed. Unfortunately, PAPDS has yet to receive any indication that its suggestion
is being considered by PDE.

III. PAPDS fears future problems will emerge if Act 605 remains unchanged.

The testing crisis PDTS face is likely just the first of many problems these businesses will face if
they continue to operate under an outdated piece of legislation being implemented by an agency
not suited for oversight of private business. Without changes to the underlying Act 605, PAPDS
will remain unable to seek litigation-based solutions when crises arise. Thus, PAPDS seeks any
and all assistance this Honorable Committee can offer.
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Sincerely,

/s/ Marcus Schneider

Marcus B. Schneider, Esquire
Counsel for PAPDS

Enclosure: Amended Act 605


